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Kapos   Watercolour  1978

A Street : Guide for Delotavo  :  Introduction by Jose Tence Ruiz 

For many non-Singaporeans, a key to finding one’s way around the eminently organised city-state is a book of detailed 
road maps called the Street Guide. Transients and locals swear by its usefulness. Filipino Social Realist painter Antipas 
Delotavo is one of those transients, and his recent suite of paintings profers his image of Singapore’s streets, literally, as 
guiding trope to reckoning with this financial and artistic hub. For this show, the street is his guide.

Delotavo, one of the Philippines’ pre-eminent portraitists of the last 25 years, presents grids composed of street lines 
and signs peopled with multi-racial citizenry foregrounded against high-modern and neo-classic architecture. The scene 
might have been touristic except that the characters are all clothed in white, albeit in cosmopolitan, islamic, indian or 
chinese garb. Street and pedestrains are similarly immaculate, save for one or two men, or women with the color of their 
clothes intact, floating apart in polychrome difference. 

Singapore’s projection in the world-at-large is often epitomized by cleanliness, not only of its asphalt topography, but, 
more significantly, of its incorruptible governance and transparent and prompt reliability in trade and finance, administra-
tion and delivery of service. It would not be ill-fitted to a metaphor of whiteness. Pundits would hasten to add that vis-
a-vis its Asean neighbors, Singapore borders on the stringently regulated. Those pundits would have to be transient, or 
foreign, and would not have stayed around long enough to discover Singapura’s deeper charms or have dug deep enough 
to unearth the backbreaking history that its pioneers have wrestled through to arrive at this pristine equilibrium. But 
the metaphor is out there, ambivalently enough, to the benefit and pride its denizens.

Thus in Street : Guide ,  Delotavo has crytallized the outsider’s impulse upon viewing the garden state. His is not atypical. 
Rather, it works as a vivid, if somewhat knee-jerk record of what most travellers register. It’s just that most visitors fall 
short of describing this as succintly, or with transcription as poignantly measured and rendered. 
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Itak sa Puso ni Mang Juan  Watercolour  1977

Of the many contemporary Filipino artists, Antipas De-
lotavo is one of the few who have created iconic images 
that linger in the mind.  Identity and history become 
crystallized in one visual image at once concrete and 
familiar.  One remembers him way back in the seven-
ties with Kapos, a woman in a crowd with a paper bag 
filled with non-existent groceries left as a blank shape 
amid the competing hues.  There was Itak sa Puso ni 
Mang Juan where the sharp end of the Coca – Cola 
logo seems to pierce the chest of an emaciated old man.  
For a time, he continued with a suite of individual char-
acters, finely limned both in terms of particularization 
and expression, yet without idealization, mostly figures on the margins of society.  He later 
expanded the spatial and temporal range of his canvases.  Later into the administration of 
Mrs. Cory Aquino, with its regressive trend, he painted Istruktura showing several men 
on a scaffolding mounting panels bearing Marcos’ face like a jigsaw puzzle they were put-
ting together.  The classic Dantaon followed in which he showed the historical course of 
the revolution from Spanish and American colonial times to the neocolonial present, the 
combatants changing in their costumes and accessories through time as they fervidly press 
forward, while innocent victims fall dead and dying in the smoke of battle.  Another large 

Delotavo: Figures and Structures   by  Alice G  Guillermo



work which showed Delotavo’s shift in vision was Trompe L’Oeil, a painting of a candi-
date viewed from behind and addressing a large throng of people.  Seen from the back of 
the theater, the illusion is exposed as only a painted flat cardboard cutout made of scraps 
of stage play scenography.

Delotavo’s interest in a larger view led him to view Philippine society structurally, in terms 
of power relations and prevailing contradictions.  This began with a fascination for urban 
architecture, such as the Cultural Center of the Philippines.  These grandiose structures, 
many of them built at short notice in order to satisfy the vanity of personalistic gover-
nance, revealed the system of social relationships: unyielding stone structures against the 
warm human bodies of construction workers, the laborers of the city.  In these series, he 
captured the suppressed but restive climate of Marcos rule.

His focus on structures continued in a later series which still had the images of buildings 
in progress, with large cranes and construction machines not far in the background.  But 
in this series, he brought out the contrast between the elegant interiors and the open 
outdoor spaces where ordinary people are seen going to work with their modest clothes 
and clutching their bags under their arm in typical fashion.  When people in the streets 
look inside the wealthy homes by chance or out of curiosity, they see another world—a 
world of luxurious objects in a glittering consumer society, well appointed and furnished 
lavishly or delicately with bourgeois amenities.  The artist turns the perfume bottles, the 
silken cushions and sofas, the vase of flowers against the light in these still lifes.  But it is 
not from the common impulse to attract the viewer to the side of the pretty and “classy”, 
but to make sharply visible the material objects that constitute and are primarily valorized 
in these people’s lives, and which they believe endow them with the cachet of elegance and  



Dantaon  Oil on Canvas 1998

culture.  As such, Delotavo enters the philosophy of objects in themselves, a world that 
resists humanity and that can induce a vertiginous spell in the viewer.  The artist reaches 
the high point of his still lifes in the painting Steal Life in which a dining table with a Philip-
pine flag for tablecloth is set with expensive crystals, silverware and lavish blossoms.  In 
addition, a sleek female nude, face unseen, and softly blending with the tempered hues, lies 
on the other side of the table. With the nude, this painting completes the image of con-
sumerism and of Philippine hospitality for sale.

In his newest series entitled Street: Guide which he painted after more than a week’s 
sojourn in Singapore, Delotavo also explores social structures and relationships.  This he-



does using the pattern of grids which ubiquitously mark the streets, along with their strong 
direction lines and designated waiting lines for taxis.  However, Delotavo avoids the flat, 
two-dimensional effect of grids and straight lines by using building features such as arches 
and columns that allow deep perspective at the same time that they permit a looseness 
and diversity of the human traffic.  Here, Delotavo shows himself to be a master of the 
human figure in all possible postures and movements, at the same time that he maintains 
their suppleness and flexibility in their variety of gestures and gaits.  The figures are mostly 
in white, although the costumes may vary as to ethnicity, and the people themselves have 
a casual demeanor, and are a picture of patience and perseverance in life and work.  But 
there are among them, though their ethnicity is not clearly defined, who stand out in 
colored clothes.  They, likewise, bear a subtle distinctive quality, a look in a contrary direc-
tion, a pause or a different rhythm in walking, an inward concentration, the face cast with 
the shadow of thought.  Delotavo, inspite of the surface uniformity, treats the differences 
among people with great subtlety and delicacy and gives each one a distinct personality 
and turn of mind as far as can be possible within the particular context.

These present paintings of Antipas “Biboy” Delotavo are again another artistic feat in 
which he has grappled with new artistic challenges of form and social meaning and has 
come out with startling images of paradoxical simplicity and complexity.  

Dr Alice G Guillermo has written extensively about Filipino and Asian Art since the 1970s.  She has published several books, notably Social Realism 
in the Philippines, (1987) and Protest/Revolutionary Art in the Philippines, 1970 to 1990 (2001).  She is a regular contributor to Asian Art News 
and is Professor Emeritus at the University of the Philippines in Diliman.

Notes:   Kapos ( Tagalog : Insufficient), Itak sa Puso ni Mang Juan ( Tagalog :  Machete through Mister John’s heart),
Istruktura ( Tagalog : Structure),  Dantaon ( Tagalog: Century)  Trompe L’Oeil ( French : Fool the Eye)
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Antipas Delotavo
Street : Guide
New Paintings

1.  The Passage
Oil on Canvas 2008
122 x 152.5 cm

2.  P2Pass
Oil on Canvas 2008
122 x 152.5 cm

3.  Yellow Box 
Oil on Canvas 2008
76.2 x 101.6 cm

4.  Parallel Lines
Oil on Canvas 2008
76.2 x 101.6 cm

5.  Lucky Plaza
Oil on Canvas 2008
76.2 x 101.6 cm

6.  No Stopping Anytime
Oil on Canvas 2008
76.2 x 101.6 cm

7.  Keep Right
Oil on Canvas 2008
76.2 x 101.6 cm

8.  White Edifice
Oil on Canvas 2008
122 x 152.5 cm



Born 18 March 1954  Iloilo City, Philippines 
Art Studies Fine Arts/ PWU College of Music and Fine Arts, Manila

Selected Solo Exhibitions
Street: Guide  Artesan Gallery, Singapore 2008
Gayak The Drawing Room  Metropolitan Ave. Makati City, 2005
Kalupkop Pinto Art Gallery Grand Heights Antipolo City, 2004
Dantaon Hiraya Gallery UN Ave.Ermita MM 1998
Dama Liongoren Gallery SM Megamall Mandaluyong MM 1995
Mga Bagong Gawa Hiraya Gallery UN Ave.Ermita 1983
Mga Bayaning Di-Kilala Ma-Yi Associates Makati City, 1982
Kalburo Ma-Yi Associates, Makati City, 1980
Larawan ng Mamamayan Ma-Yi Associates 1978
Unang Hayag Art AssociatesGallery Makati Rotary Arcade Makati City 1977

Selected Group Exhibitions

aba! Finale Art File / SM Art Center, Mandaluyong Metro Manila 2008
3Anggulo Finale Art File / SM Art Center, Mandaluyong Metro Manila 2007
Telah Terbit (Out Now)  Southeast Asian Contemporary Art 
Practices During the 1970s  Adjunct to the Singapore Biennial Singapore Art 
Museum, 2006
Filipiniana Centro Cultural Conde Duque  Madrid 2006
20th Asian International Art Exhibition Ayala Museum  2005-2006
Artworks from Asia and Latin America  Museum of the Filipino People  
Manila  2004
Identities versus Globalization Chiang Mai Art Museum, Chiang Mai/ National 
Gallery Bangkok, Thailand/ Dahlem Museum Berlin, Germany, 2004-2005
Hardware 1 and 2 The Edge Gallery UP Jorge Vargas Museum  Quezon City, 2002
In a Time of Struggle Hiraya Gallery UN Ave.Ermita  Manila, 2000
Philip Morris Asean Art Awards Singapore Art Museum  Singapore, 2000
Art of Resistance The Puffin Room New York City, 1999
14th Asian International Art Exhibition Fukuoka Asian Art Museum  Japan, 
1999
Alab ng Puso Metropolitan Museum  Manila, 1998
Che-ju Pre-Biennale  Korea  1995
Gawad CCP para sa Sining Biswal Cultural Center of the Philippines  Manila, 
1990
Social Realism: Mga Bagong Likha (New Works) Pinaglabanan Galleries, 
San Juan, Metro Manila, 1987
Piglas CCP  Manila, 1986

Awards and Citations

Araw ng Maynila Patnubay ng Sining sa Pintura (Cultural Award for 
Painting) City of Manila 2005 
100 Alumni of the Century   University of San Agustin  Iloilo City  2004
Hall of Fame  Kulay sa Tubig (Watercolor) Competition  Gallery Genesis  2004
Juror’s Choice   Philip Morris Asian Arts Awards  2000
5 Best Watercolorists  Kulay sa Tubig Competition  Gallery Genesis  1991
Gawad CCP para sa Sining Biswal Cultural Center of the Philippines 1990
Grantee  Embassy of France Travel Grant to Paris 1980 and British Council Travel 
Grant to London, 1980
Gold Medal   Watercolor Category  Art Association of the Philippines Semi-Annual 
Competition 1979
Grand Prize Best in Show  Art Association of the Philippines Semi-Annual 
Competition 1979
Silver Medal   Watercolor Category Art Association of the Philippines Semi-
Annual Competition 1978

Selected Bibliography

Protest/Revolutionary Art in the Philippines 1970 -1990 
by Alice Guillermo University of the Philippines Press, 2001 
Tuklas Sining—Essays on the Philippine Arts  Tiongson,Nicanor, Ed.  
Cultural Center of the Philippines, 1992
Social Realism in the Philippines Alice Guillermo Asphodel Books, 1987
The 1980 Mobil Art Awards Alice Guillermo Mobil Oil Phil. Inc. 1981
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